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ADJUSTMENTS 
 

GAMERS 

 

 

 

 

 

CONSIDERATIONS: 

 Assess which levels are appropriate for group. Performing 3 levels usually works 

best. Sometimes 4 or 5 levels are possible depending on attention span of kids.  

 Ask site contacts if the bug box and rat can be used. 

 Cut rat level at Elizabeth Seton because it is made of latex and they are allergic to 

latex there.  However, A. Harry Moore likes the rat level.  

 Bug box is “safe” at all locations because it is made of rubber.  
 

ADJUSTED ITEMS: balls and basket (from Hocus Pocus), bubbles, tubes 

 

PRE-SHOW 

● Dress up  

● OMB Song  

 
RIGHT HAND SLAP (See APPENDIX for alternate options) 

 Substitute “snap your fingers get’em ready” to “tap your trays get’em ready”  

 Slow down movement and words to allow response from the group to occur.  

 

L & L DIALOGUE AND MR. T ENTRANCE 

 Shorten dialogue 

 
LEVELS (select from below and rearrange sequence as needed) 

 KISS THE RAT 

 BASKETBALL 

o Must toss balls into the basket, ala picking coconuts in Hocus Pocus. The child or 

staff member tosses them in.  

 

DANCE LEVEL 

BLUE SITES: A. Harry Moore /St. Mary’s Outpatient/Ferncliff 
 

PURPLE SITES: A. Harry Moore Rainbow/ Blythedale/ Elizabeth Seton/ Ferncliff/ St. Mary’s 

Inpatient/ YAI-Gramercy School/ YAI Manhattan Star Academy/ YAI Roosevelt School  
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o Free style groove works well or have it follow “System failure” where L & L 

dance poorly.  

 

BUBBLE POP 

o Pop as many bubbles as you can while the music plays. Let the bubbles land on 

the child’s body for those unable to reach. 

 

TUBE STRETCH 

o Must pull the tube and prove your strength. Some children may need an adult 

hand to reinforce the grip so that they could pull the tube in opposition to the 

OMB actor.  

 

SNAKE PIT 

o If this level is done note that A. Harry Moore likes the usual sassy mischievous snake. 

All other sites benefit from a very friendly silly Mr. Snake who would come out into the 

audience and warmly greet the children.  

 

RACE CAR  

o Tubes can become the steering wheels for all with the aid of adults. Can drive 

through a car wash, waterfall, wind tunnel, bubble palace, etc… 

o All group drive versus getting folks on the trunk or a combination of folks on 

trunk while all group drive occurs.  
 

MC PHONIC SING-ALONG (great for PURPLE SITES) 

o McPhonic enters with his rhyme and tells us it's time for a song.  

o Cut all the dialog and Rapper's Delight  

o Sing-a-long possibilities: “If You’re Happy and You Know It”, “Hokey Pokey”, 

“Wheels on the Bus” 

 

BUG BOX  

 


